
  

LOGO MATS • BACK OF THE HOUSE MATS • FRONT OF THE HOUSE MATS • WORKFORCE MATS

ANDERSEN MATS WORK ANYWHERE YOU DO.

FOOD SERVICE



All Andersen mats feature a 100% customer satisfaction guarantee for the 
life of the product! We are focused on the best matting innovations for all 
industries we serve.

In the mat industry, Andersen mats are where design and function come 
together. Quality isn’t compromised to meet a price point. Solutions to your 
maintenance, ergonomic and safety concerns come first. 

Andersen WaterHog mats were the first to introduce bi-level rubber reinforced face nubs that trap more water 
and dirt and prevent pile crushing, giving you longer lasting, better performing mat protection. Our Comfort Flow, 
Cushion Station and Traction Tread mats where the first to introduce an anti-microbial agent built into the rubber 
compound, which prolongs mat usage by preventing bacteria from breaking the rubber composition down. 
Andersen ColorStar mats were the first to take the fade resistant benefits of solution-dyed technology and make 
beautiful, fashionable mats- mats guaranteed against color loss for 10 years. The Hog Heaven anti-fatigue mat is 
proving to be the next generation innovation mat by providing inclusive benefits like ESD, Welding Safe, Anti-Slip, 
while other mat manufacturers charge extra for each benefit. 

The Andersen Company is committed to reducing our environmental impact. We are continually improving 
our environmental performance as an integral and fundamental part of our business strategy and operating 
methods. We have reduced waste going to landfills by 80% and recycle most paper, metal, cardboard, plastic, 
carpet and rubber waste that we generate. Our boilers burn “Yellow Grease” which is used cooking oil collected 
from restaurants. Our commitment is also evident in our development of over 25 mat styles that contain recycled 
raw materials including the WaterHog Eco line of mats that contain 100% post consumer recycled PET fiber 
reclaimed from plastic bottles.

For over three decades The Andersen Company has been America’s leader in 
innovative floor protection systems, industrial safety, anti-fatigue products and high 

performance entrance matting. So if you are looking for better ways to minimize 
maintenance, prolong floor surface life, reduce cleaning costs, improve 

safety or increase worker comfort, ask for 
Andersen mats... your 
environmentally- 
friendly choice.

Andersen. Uncompromisingly Good!
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Waterhog™ ECO Grand Premier
Waterhog™ Grand Classic

B-C-D-E-J-M-N

Waterhog™ ECO Premier & Premier Fashion
Waterhog™ Classic & Classic Diamond
Waterhog™ Fashion & Fashion Diamond

B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-
J-L-M-N-Q

Waterhog™ ECO Elite
B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-

J-L-M-N-Q

Waterhog™ ECO Elite Roll Goods B, Q

Brush Hog Plus A-R-I-H

SuperScrape™ A-K-H-I-L-M-N-O-
P-Q-R

Safety Scrape™ A-H-I-N-O-P-Q-R

Flex-Tip™ A-R

Tri-Grip™ & ColorStar™ C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J-
L-M-N

Hog Heaven™   Spill Control B-C-D-E-F-J-Q

Waterhog™ Logo Inlay B-C-D-E-F-J-Q

Waterhog™ Premier Roll Goods Logo Inlay B-Q

Clean Stride F-N

Stylist
Impressionist™

Victory™

Cobblestone™

C-D-E-F-G-H-I-L-
M-N

SuperScrape™ Logo A-H-N-R

Classic Impressions™ B-C-D-E-F-I-J-L

Hog Heaven™ & Hog Heaven™ Confetti C-G-J-O-P-S

Hog Heaven™ Plush
Hog Heaven™ Fashion

C-G-J

Happy Feet™ G-J-K-O-P-S

AirFlex™ J-K-O-P-S

Comfort Scrape™ H-I-K-L-M-O-P-S

Comfort Flow™ I-K-O-P-S

Sure Cushion™ Anti-Fatigue F-G-J-O-P

Traction Hog K-O-P

Traction Tread, Traction Tread Soft F-M-O-P-S

Sure Tread M-O-P

Cushion Station
I-P-S-O-F-L-M-

K-J-S

Cushion Max
C-G-P-O-F-L-M-

K-J-S

Hog Heaven Marble Top C-G-P-O-F-J

Comfort Flow Modular Tile P-S-O-F-L-M-K-J-S

Kneeling Comfort T

Maximize Worker Comfort and Benefits
The Andersen Company provides the widest range of top 
performance matting for all types of foodservice applications.  
Many of our mats provide the widest range of overall benefits such 
as, Anti-fatigue, Anti-slip, Anti-Microbial treatment, and Lightweight 
with added durability, giving you the most value for your money! 
Our unconditional 100% Customer Satisfaction Guarantee allows 
you to purchase our matting with total assurance of your happiness! 

Maximizing Cleanliness and Safety
The Andersen Company has the most effective, environmentally 
friendly, complete matting line that will create the safest, 
cleanest entrance areas versus other matting options. Our 
product lines feature benefits like UV stable, Solution Dyed fabrics 
that add to the ease of cleaning and durability of the matting 
without adding additional cost!

Consider These Facts...
• 91% of consumers selected a business because of its appearance:  

Does your entrance make the right statement desired to your 
customers? Contact us for a free facility survey where we will 
recommend and guarantee our solutions to your matting needs!

• 70-80% of dust, grime, and dirt in a building is tracked in from the 
outside to the inside on the shoes of people entering the building.  
This soil causes safety concerns and permanent damage to floors 
and carpets:  With soil comes germs and degradation of your 
facility, making it even more difficult to keep clean.  Allow the 
Andersen Company to show you how to keep more soil and water 
out of your building.

• 85% of worker’s compensation claims are attributed to employees 
slipping on slick floors:  The added loss of goodwill when guests slip 
and fall will lead to higher cost than anyone is willing to pay. 

• 22% of slip/fall incidents resulted in more than 31 days away from 
work.  Ergonomic injuries are the # 1 reason for lost time claims 
reported to the safety and insurance boards.  Muscular Skeletal 
Disorder injuries occur to over 600,000 employees that result in 
recordable injuries and costs exceeding $15 billion in workers 
compensation annually:  Your employees are an asset to your 
business!  It pays to keep them healthier on the job.  

• It is estimated that the cost to find and remove a single pound of dirt 
from a building will run in excess of $600 in cleaning costs:  Are you 
doing enough to protect your building investment from taking on 
excessive aging caused by contaminants being brought into your 
establishment? 

• A facility can save on average 14% of its cleaning costs and 44% of 
its cleaning time simply by using mats in the main entrance area:  It 
is time to start saving money by purchasing the right matting for the 
right application from The Andersen Company.

The U.S. Green Building Council is the nation’s foremost 
coalition of leaders from across the building industry working 
to promote buildings that are environmentally responsible, 
profitable and healthy places to live and work.

The National Floor Safety Institute was founded 
in 1997 as a non-profit organization whose mission is to aid in the 
prevention of slip-and-fall accidents through education, training 
and research.

Lutradur substrate will not fray, reduces linting, is very 
heat resistant and creates a strong bond between 
the rubber and carpet.

SelectGreen Mats – the SelectGreen Mat logo is your 
assurance that the mat listed is an environmentally friendly 
product.

®
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Mat Placement

The diagram below and the chart to the left can help determine mat 
placement throughout various locations. From entrance and interior to 
non-slip and anti-fatigue, Andersen has a mat to fit every application.

Mat Placement Guide
3



LOGO MAT COLLECTION
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Indoor/Outdoor

Water Hog™ 

Logo Inlay

2' x 3'
3' x 4'
3' x 5'
3' x 10'
3' x 12'
3' x 16'
3' x 20'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'
4' x 10'
4' x 12’
4' x 16'
4' x 20'

6' x 8'
6' x 12'
6' x 16'
6' x 20'

Features and Benefits
•No set up charge! Fast Service!
 Designs are created using a unique inlay process that can include up to 18 
colors per mat at no additional charge. Search over 900,000 designs in our 
logo database at www.andersenco.com

•100% UV resistant polypropylene fabric for indoor and outdoor placements

•Molded rubber backing resists curling and cracking in all types of weather. 
Available in smooth and cleated backing types 

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled 
content

•Available with your choice of Classic Rubber border or 
Fashion Fabric border

•Perfect for restaurants, hotels, country clubs, schools and 
any place with heavy foot traffic

Standard Sizes

CLASSIC BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 235

FASHION BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 237
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Indoor/Outdoor

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.

159
evergreen

158
bluestone

157
medium 
grey

156
medium 
blue

155
red/
black

154
charcoal

153*

light green
152
dark 
brown

151
medium 
brown

168*

purple
167*

orange
166*

yellow
165*

solid red
164*

gold
163*

aqua 
marine

162*

white
161
navy

160
bordeaux

*These 
colors are 
available 
in 3' and 
4' widths 
only. See 
suggested 
retail price 
list for 
exact color 
availability.

Custom lengths up to 60’ are available.Colors
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Indoor/Outdoor

9
charcoal

8
light 
green

7
dark 
brown

6
medium 
brown

5
evergreen

4
medium 
blue

3
medium 
grey

2
bluestone

1
bordeaux

17
purple

16
orange

15
solid 
red

14
dark gold

13
aqua 
marine

12
white

11
gold

10
navy

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.

•No set up charge! Fast Service! Orders ship within 7 days from time of final approval.

•Logos are printed onto carpet face utilizing state-of-the-art Jet Print Technology.

•3-D images are possible with high definition print system. Fine 
details and colors produce beautiful logo designs.

•Premium 100% rubber backing, with rubber reinforced bi-level 
cleaning surface provides years of performance life.

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled rubber content.

•Available with cleated or smooth backings; comes standard with water dam border to hold 
moisture on the mat and off the floor.

•Easy to clean! Simply use vacuum or carpet extraction 
cleaning methods and hang to dry.

•View our logo database at www.andersenco.com for 
your logo design.

Features and Benefits

WaterHog™ 

Impressions

2' x 3'
3' x 4'
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'
4' x 10'

6' x 8'
6' x 12'

Custom lengths up to 60’ are available.

Standard Sizes

Colors

PRODUCT NUMBER 238
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414
turquoise

413
sandal-
wood

411
pearl white

410
light 
blue

409
rose

407
purple

406
red

405
moss 
green

404
hot pink

403
royal 
blue

402
white 
silver

401
black

431
chocolate

430
burgundy

429
orange

427
dark 
gold

426
suede

425
yellow

423
gold

422
forest 
green

421
emerald 
green

419
dark grey

418
silver

417
navy

415
aqua-
marine

2' x 3'
3' x 4'

3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

5' x 8'
5' x 10'

6' x 10'
6' x 12'

Classic Impressions™

Note: Colors subject 
to change from dye 
lot to dye lot.

Indoor

Features and Benefits
•No set up charge! Fast Service!
•Search over 900,000 designs in our logo database at www.andersenco.com
•Reproduction of fine details, shading and 3-D images is easily achieved with 

Andersen’s state-of-the-art digital printer

•100% premium rubber backing with long-wearing, static-dissipative nylon carpet for 
years of trouble-free performance

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled content resists curling and cracking 

•Available in smooth and cleated backing types 

•Available with oil/grease resistant 100% Nitrile rubber backing when applications call 
for additional protection

•LUTRADUR™ primary substrate creates a strong bond between the rubber and carpet

•All Classic Impressions™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Custom lengths up to 40’ are available.

Standard Sizes

Colors

PRODUCT NUMBER 75
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Indoor

ColorStar™

Computuft
Features and Benefits

PRODUCT NUMBER 33

Note: Colors subject to 
change from dye lot to 
dye lot.

Colors
228
antique 
white

251
deeper 
navy

252
bay
blue

253
dark 
green

255
bright 
gold

256
bright 
green

257
orange

258
purple

259
silver

263
brown

266
black

269
grey 
metal

271
turquoise

272
light blue

273
wine

274
clear
red

277
pink
ibis

279
olive 
green

281
moss
agate

286
golden 
tan

268
slate
grey

Custom lengths up to 40’ are available.

Standard Sizes 2' x 3'
3' x 4'

3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

5' x 8'
5' x 10'

6' x 10'
6' x 12'

•No set up charge! Fast Service!

•Static dissipative mats are guaranteed against color loss for 10 years

•Logos can be designed using up to six of the twenty available colors

•State-of-the-art computerized tufting and 26 oz  square yard UV-stable nylon produces long-
lasting, beautiful graphic logos

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 20% recycled rubber content

•Available in smooth or cleated backing types

•LUTRADUR
™

 substrate creates a strong bond between the rubber and the carpet

•All ColorStar™ Computuft mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute
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Indoor

•Logo is permanently molded into the material and will not crush
•Perfect for home builders, real estate companies, apartment 

communities and large corporate accounts
•100% UV resistant polypropylene fabric for outdoor placements
•Affordable logo option when larger quantities of mats are required
•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 20% recycled content. Resists 

curling and cracking
•All WaterHog™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor 

Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

WaterHog™ 

Sculptures

SuperScrape™ 

Logo
Features and Benefits
•No set up charge! Fast Service!
•All rubber logo mat. Images are permanently molded into the mat
•Earh-friendly mat has 20% recycled rubber content
•12 colors available. Place up to 5 colors per mat on a black all-rubber base
•Excellent durability and traction properties
•Provides a slip-resistant surface which effectively removes tough dirt, 

grime and water from feet
•All SuperScrape™ Logo mats are certified slip 

resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Standard Sizes Message Mat Sizes

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.Colors

2½' x 3'           3' x 5'            3' x 10'            4' x 6' 3' x 5'

PRODUCT NUMBER 559

CLASSIC BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 355

FASHION BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 350

Indoor/Outdoor

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.Colors

159
evergreen

158
bluestone

157
medium 
grey

156
medium 
blue

155
red/black

154
charcoal

153
light green

152
dark 
brown

151
medium 
brown

168
purple

167
orange

166
yellow

165
solid red

164
gold

163
aqua 
marine

162
white

161
navy

160
bordeaux

Standard Sizes
2' x 3'       3' x 4'       3' x 5'      3' x 10'      4' x 6'       4' x 8'

red
 
light green yellow orange gold white blue silver green

 
reflex blue light yellow black

(background color)

(30”x 36”)         (35”x 56”)       (34”x 116”)       (45”x 69”) (35”x 56”)
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BACK OF THE HOUSE MAT COLLECTION
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Anti-fatigue

•Light weight makes Comfort Flow™ easy to clean and handle

•100% high-density, closed-cell Nitrile cushion provides excellent 
anti-fatigue and anti-static properties

•Anti-microbial treated to guard against odors and degradation

•Beveled edges for safe access

•Nitrile cushion is oil and grease proof

•Dishwasher safe

•Perfect for bars, kitchens, dishwashing stations and food 
processing areas

•Liquids and debris flow easily through holes

•All Comfort Flow™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National 
Floor Safety Institute

•Also, available without holes as Comfort Scrape

Features and Benefits

Comfort Flow™ 

PRODUCT NUMBER 420 (with holes) 
Comfort Flow

PRODUCT NUMBER 430 (without holes) 
Comfort Scrape

14



2' x 3'  3' x 5'  4' x 6'  3’ x 9’

Standard Sizes   3/8” thickness
3/8”

Dense closed-cell
Nitrile rubber cushion
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Anti-fatigue

Top Surface

Bottom Surface

•Highly durable and dense closed-cell Nitrile rubber cushion combined with 
uniquely designed construction affords excellent anti-fatigue properties

•Grease and oil proof

•Anti-Static

•Dishwasher safe

•Designed for use in wet or dry areas. Can be available with holes when 
drainage is required

•Treated with an anti-microbial agent for lifetime protection against odors and 
degradation

•7/16” thick; available in standard sizes up to 20’ long

•Flexible Nitrile cushion construction can be cleaned easily

•Can be autoclaved sterilized

•Cushion Station mats are ideal for use in bars, kitchens, dishwashing stations, 
food processing areas, medical facility environments (i.e., operating rooms 
delivery rooms, etc.), showers and locker rooms

Features and Benefits

Cushion Station™ 

PRODUCT NUMBER 370 (without holes)

PRODUCT NUMBER 371 (with holes)
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2 x 3.2
3.2 x 5.3
3.2 x 8.3
3.2 x 12.3

3.2 x 16.1
3.2 x 20.1
4 x 5.92
4 x 8.3

4 x 12.3
4 x 16.1
4 x 20.1

Standard Sizes
7/16”

Dense closed-cell Nitrile
rubber cushion
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Anti-fatigue

WITH HOLES
PRODUCT NUMBER 413 

WITHOUT HOLES
PRODUCT NUMBER 414

•Constructed of 100% Nitrile/PVC closed-cell cushion to provide outstanding 
anti-fatigue properties for employee comfort and ergonomic benefits

•Diamond patterned surface is more than twice as durable as traditional PVC 
cushion mats and helps to reduce slip and fall accidents

•Tapered borders allow for a safe transition to minimize trip and fall exposure

•5/8” thickness

•Cost effective alternative to traditional PVC cushion mats

•Available with or without drainage holes. Great for use in food service areas

•Ideal for use in bars, kitchens, picking lines, work stations, hostess stands, labs 
and other wet or dry environments

•Anti-microbial treated to guard against odors and degradation

Features and Benefits

Cushion Max™ 

2' x 3' 3' x 5' 4' x 6' 3’ x 12’

2’, 3’ & 4’ widths

Custom lengths up to 45’ are available.

Standard Sizes   5/8” thickness
5/8”

Dense closed-cell
PVC/Nitrile cushion

With Holes

Without Holes
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Squared-off
Edge: 7/8" 

Connectors

Tapered 
Edge: 1/2" 

Anti-fatigue

•Comfort Mate Black and Red: 

•Black Comfort mate mats are grease-resistant

•Comfort Mate Red mats are made of a Grease and Oil 
proof Nitrile Rubber compound

•Comfort mate 1/2” features ramp borders for smooth 
transition from mat to floor

•Connectors are available for 7/8”

•Comfort Mate Red and Black are designed with large 
holes for maximum drainage

• 7/8” thick Comfort Mate edges are squared off

Features and Benefits

Comfort Mate

Standard Sizes
3’ x 5’

1/2”

Rubber compound

7/8”

1/2”     7/8”  

1/2" BLACK 
PRODUCT NUMBER 301

1/2” RED 
PRODUCT NUMBER 302

7/8” BLACK 
PRODUCT NUMBER 303

7/8” RED 
PRODUCT NUMBER 304
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Slip-resistant

NON-DRAINABLE
PRODUCT NUMBER 418

DRAINABLE
PRODUCT NUMBER 419

3' x 5' — (approx. 35" x 59")
3' x 10' — (approx. 35" x 118")
3' x 20'* — (approx. 35" x 237") *non-drainable only

•Slip-resistant surface with silicon carbide coating for maximum performance

•Anti static, grease-proof Nitrile rubber

•Earth friendly mat has 20% recycled rubber content

•Low-profile border mat available with or without drain holes

•Unique disk pattern on back of mat keeps mat in place

•Perfect for industral, food service, wet and slippery manufacturing areas, walk in coolers 
and freezers, oily areas and any other areas that require a slip-resistant surface

•All Traction Hog™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

Traction Hog™

Standard Sizes
1/8”

Grit Surface

 Nitrile rubber

With Holes

Without Holes
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SUPERSCRAPE
PRODUCT NUMBER 450

SUPERSCRAPE GENERAL PURPOSE 
PRODUCT NUMBER 550

Slip-resistant

SuperScrape™

1/8”

100% Nitrile rubber

•Durable 100% Nitrile rubber mat provides slip-resistant surface

•Molded tread-surface face cleats effectively scrape tough dirt and grime 
off shoes

•Earth friendly mat has 15-20% recycled Nitrile rubber

•Grease proof

•Perfect for use outside of entrances as a scraper 
mat or as a slip resistant mat in wet areas

•SuperScrape™ mats also available with safety message, welcome message, 
or custom logo

•All SuperScrape™ mats are certified slip resistant by the 
National Floor Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

Standard Sizes
2½' x 3' 3' x 5' 3' x 10' 4' x 6' 4' x 8' 6’ x 6’ 6’ x 8’
(30”x 36”)   (35”x 56”)   (34”x 116”)  (45”x 69”)  (43”x 93”)    (67”x 67”)   (70”x 95”)

SuperScrape is also available in a general purpose version made with natural rubber.
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•Molded grip-surface face cleats effectively scrape tough dirt 
and grime off shoes and provide an excellent anti-slip surface.

•Durable 100% Nitrile Rubber construction for oil and chemical resistance.

•Earth-friendly mat has 15-20% recycled rubber content

•Available with cleated backing

•Available in four OSHA-approved color-stripe safety borders

•Anti-Static; UV Stable

•All Safety Scrape™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor 
Safety Institute

•Recommended for use in kitchens, locker rooms, restaurants, 
production areas, outside shop/employee entrances and 
grocery store produce areas

Features and Benefits

Safety Scrape™

Standard Sizes

1/8”

100% Nitrile rubber

•Available in two versions: Carpet/Rubber Frame with adhesive 
insert and Rubber Frame only with adhesive insert (Product 
Number 410). Adhesive inserts are sold separately (Product Number 412).

•As foot traffic passes over the mat, the WaterHog™ surface scrapes larger particles 
while the adhesive insert captures smaller dust & dirt. With two footsteps on Clean Stride 
adhesive insert, over 90% of dirt particles are removed.

•Clean Stride mats provide highly effective dirt and dust removal methods for bakeries, factories, 
computer rooms, warehouses, school gymnasiums, healthcare facilities and more.

•The Clean Stride adhesive insert is comprised of 60 layers of adhesive coated film. Each 
layer will perform many times before it must be peeled away. Each layer is numbered 
to ensure one sheet at a time removal and to indicate the number of layers remaining.

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15% recycled rubber content.  Available with smooth 
or cleated back.

•Not recommended for wet areas.

Features and Benefits
Clean Stride™

Colors
26.5" x 32"    36.5"  x 46"
Rubber Frame

26.5" x 63.5"    36.5"  x 92.5"
Carpet/Rubber Frame

152
dark 
brown

153
light 
green

154
charcoal

155
red/black

156
medium 
blue

157
medium 
grey

151
medium 
brown

160
bordeaux

161
navy

162
white

163
aqua 
marine

164
gold

165
solid red

166
yellow

167
orange

168
purple

159
evergreen

158
bluestone

Standard Sizes

PRODUCT 
NUMBER 

410

Slip-resistant

Slip-resistant

2' x 3' 3' x 5' 3' x 10' 4' x 6' 4' x 10'
(24”x 35”)         (34”x 58”)           (34”x 120”)        (44”x 71”)           (44”x 120”)

PRODUCT 
NUMBER 

400
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE MAT COLLECTION
ENTRANCE
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Indoor/Outdoor

Waterhog™ 

Eco Elite Fashion
Waterhog Eco high performance entry systems are the most
ecologically friendly products The Andersen Company has 
produced to date. The use of PET Polyester fiber derived 
from used plastic drink bottles and rubber reclaimed from 
used tires reduces landfill waste by over 400 tons annually. It 
also conserves the natural resources and energy that would 
normally be required for their production. Every square foot of a 
Waterhog Eco product eliminates 4 - half liter drink bottles from 
the waste stream so when a 3x5 mat is used approximately 60 
bottles are recycled.

PRODUCT NUMBER 2241

30 oz • fabric border • 18 standard sizes • special sizes up to 61' • herringbone pattern
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Indoor/Outdoor

Waterhog™ 

Eco Grand Elite

30 oz • fabric border • 31 standard sizes • special sizes up to 60' long • herringbone pattern

Sometimes the need for a tough mat extends beyond 
exceptional performance to include exceptional beauty. 
Waterhog Eco high performance entry systems are the most
ecologically friendly products that The Andersen Company has 
produced to date. The use of PET Polyester fiber derived from used 
plastic drink bottles and rubber reclaimed from used tires reduces 
landfill waste by over 400 tons annually. It also conserves the 
natural resources and energy that would normally be required for 
their production. Every square foot of a Waterhog Eco product 
eliminates 4 - half liter drink bottles from the waste stream so when 
a 3x5 mat is used approximately 60 bottles are recycled.

TWO END
PRODUCT NUMBER 2244

ONE END
PRODUCT NUMBER 2243

Product                                   Product # 2243                                       Product # 2244
 #2246

HALF OVAL
PRODUCT NUMBER 2246
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WATERHOG™ ECO ELITE
Indoor/Outdoor28



Features and Benefits
•Earth-friendly 100% post-consumer PET fabric from drink bottles

•Unique ridged construction effectively stores dirt and moisture beneath shoe level (A)

•Exclusive rubber-reinforced face nubs prevent pile from crushing in high traffic areas, thereby maintaining high 
performance and extending product life (B)

•Premium 30-ounce anti-static 100% PET fiber system dries quickly and won’t fade or rot.  When wet, the rubber-
reinforced surface allows water to be wicked to the bottom of the mat away from foot traffic while providing a 
slip-resistant surface (C)

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled rubber content and is available in smooth or cleated backing 
types (D)

•Exclusive “water dam” border keeps dirt and water in the mat and off the floor, minimizing slip hazards and floor 
damage (E)

•Highly durable attractive fashion border makes it the perfect choice for indoor or outdoor applications (F)

•All Waterhog™ Eco Elite mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Construction
FACE – Molded reinforced textile
YARN – Solution-dyed PET fabric
 100% recycled from drink bottles
PILE HEIGHT – 3/8”
FACE WEIGHT – 30 ozs/sy
BACKING – SBR Rubber (15-20% recycled 
rubber from tires)

Not recommended for use in areas exposed to grease or petroleum products. 
Passes flammability standards DOCFFI-70.

WaterHog™ Eco Elite WaterHog™ Eco Grand Elite
WaterHog™ Eco Elite Fashion

Colors Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.

176
khaki

175
chestnut brown

174
maroon

173
grey ash

172
southern pine

171
indigo

170
black smoke

177
regal red

Rubber Border Fashion Border

2' x 3'
3' x 4'
3' x 5'
3' x 8.4'
3' x 10'
3' x 12.2'
3' x 16'
3' x 20'

4' x 6'
4' x 8.4'
4' x 10'
4' x 12.2'
4' x 16'
4' x 20'

6' x 6'
6' x 8.4'
6' x 12.2'
6' x 16'
6' x 20' 

Custom lengths up to 
60’ are available.

Standard Sizes

3' x 7.1' 
3' x 11.7'
3' x 15.5'
3' x 19.4'
3' x 23.2'

4' x 8'
4' x 12.6'
4' x 16.5'
4' x 20.3'

6' x 10.1'
6' x 14.8'
6' x 18.6'
6' x 22.4'

Product # 2244 
HALF OVAL—TWO ENDS

See price list for sizes up to 60' long.

ECO GRAND ELITE

See price list for exact sizes.

3' x 1.8' 
4' x 2.3'
6' x 3.3'

Product #2246
HALF OVAL

3' x 5.5' 
3' x 10'
3' x 13.9'
3' x 17.7'
3' x 21.6'

4' x 5.9'
4' x 10.5'
4' x 14.4'
4' x 18.2'
4' x 22'

6' x 7'
6' x 11.6'
6' x 15.4'
6' x 19.3'
6' x 23.1'

Product #2243 
HALF OVAL—ONE END

ECO ELITE (pictured) Product # 2240

ECO FASHION Product # 2241
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30 oz • fabric border • 31 standard sizes • special sizes up to 64' long • diamond pattern

Sometimes the need for a tough mat extends beyond 
exceptional performance to include exceptional beauty. 
Waterhog™ Eco Grand Premier is an amazing mat series with 
the performance features of our Waterhog Eco Premier and 
the durable attractive fabric border of our Waterhog Eco 
Premier Fashion combined with the choice of three different 
configurations of the face design. 

Indoor/Outdoor

Waterhog™ 

Eco Grand Premier

Half Oval
Product Number 2246

One End
Product Number 2248

Two End
Product Number 2249

HALF OVAL
PRODUCT NUMBER 2246

TWO END
PRODUCT NUMBER 2249

ONE END
PRODUCT NUMBER 2248
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Indoor/Outdoor

Waterhog™ 

Eco Premier
When the application calls for outstanding performance and 
beauty, Waterhog™ Eco Premier is the answer. Waterhog Eco  
Premier mats combine all of the performance of the original 
Waterhog™ with an unique diamond-shaped face pattern 
creating the ultimate visual appearance. Waterhog Eco Premier 
mats feature a 30 ounce heavy duty multi-denier face yarn that is 50% heavier than the 
Waterhog Classic. The multi-fiber construction combines thick fibers for scraping with fine 
fibers for wiping, providing better performance and longer life.

PRODUCT NUMBER 2295

30 oz • rubber border • 18 standard sizes • special sizes up to 61' • diamond pattern
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Waterhog™ 

Classic & Classic Diamond

Waterhog™ 

Fashion & Fashion Diamond

Perfect for most applications inside or out, Waterhog™ Classic’s 
unique design makes it revolutionary. The rubber reinforced face 
nubs and waffle design provide crush proof scraping action. 
The raised rubber “water dam” border traps dirt and water – 
keeping them off carpet and floors. If you are looking for added 
beauty, you may consider the Waterhog Classic Diamond – 
offering all the performance of the Classic but replacing the 
waffle pattern with a beautiful diamond face pattern.

24 oz • rubber border • 18 standard sizes • special sizes up to 61' • diamond or waffle pattern

Indoor/Outdoor

WATERHOG™ CLASSIC
PRODUCT NUMBER 200

WATERHOG™ FASHION
PRODUCT NUMBER 280

WATERHOG™ CLASSIC DIAMOND
PRODUCT NUMBER 208

WATERHOG™ FASHION DIAMOND
PRODUCT NUMBER 221

Like Waterhog™ Classic and Classic Diamond, Waterhog™ 
Fashion and Fashion Diamond mats offer the same performance 
features but with the added beauty of a fabric border for an 
attractive look that is easy to maintain. This tough as nails mat is 
the perfect choice for more decorative indoor areas where you 
want to put your best foot forward.

Waterhog™ Drainable mats (Product Number 250) have all of the 
features of the famous Waterhog mats without the rubber “water 
dam” border, so water drains off easily. See price list for sizes.

24 oz • fabric or drainable border • 18 standard sizes • special sizes to 61' 
• waffle or diamond pattern
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152
dark 
brown

153*

light 
green

154
charcoal

155
red/black

156
medium 
blue

157
medium 
grey

151
medium 
brown

GRAND CLASSIC
HALF OVAL
3' x 1.8'    4 ' x 2.3'    6' x 3.3'

HALF OVAL—ONE END
3' x 5.5' 
3' x 10'
3' x 13.9'
3' x 17.7'
3' x 21.6'

4' x 5.9'
4' x 10.5'
4' x 14.4'
4' x 18.2'
4' x 22'

6' x 7'
6' x 11.6'
6' x 15.4'
6' x 19.3'
6' x 23.1'

HALF OVAL—TWO ENDS
3' x 7.1' 
3' x 11.7'
3' x 15.5'
3' x 19.4'
3' x 23.2'
4' x 8'
4' x 12.6'
4' x 16.5'
4' x 20.3'

6' x 10.1'
6' x 14.8'
6' x 18.6'
6' x 22.4'

CLASSIC & FASHION

18" x 27"
2' x 3'
3' x 4'
3' x 5'
3' x 8'
3' x 10'
3' x 12'
3' x 16'
3' x 20'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'
4' x 10'
4' x 12'
4' x 16'
4' x 20'

6' x 8'
6' x 12'
6' x 16'
6' x 20' 

Custom lengths up to 60' are available.    *6' x 6' available in Classic Diamond and Fashion Diamond only.

•Unique ridged construction effectively traps dirt and moisture beneath shoe level (A)

•Exclusive rubber-reinforced face nubs prevent pile from crushing in high traffic areas, 
maintaining high performance and extending product life (B)

•Premium 24-ounce anti-static, 100% polypropylene fiber system dries quickly and won’t fade or rot. 
When wet, the rubber-reinforced surface allows water to be wicked to the bottom of the mat, away 
from foot traffic and providing a slip-resistant surface (C)

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled rubber content and is available in 
 smooth or cleated backing types (D)

•Exclusive “water dam” border keeps dirt and water in the mat and off the floor, minimizing slip hazards 
and floor damage (E)

•Highly durable attractive fashion border makes it the perfect choice for indoor or outdoor 
applications (F)

•Anti-static fiber system has a maximum average voltage of 1.6KV as measured by the 
AATCC. Mats are safe for use in computer rooms and around electronic equipment 

•All Waterhog™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

WaterHog™ Classic 
WaterHog™ Classic Diamond

WaterHog™ Grand Classic 
WaterHog™ Fashion
WaterHog™ Fashion Diamond

FACE – Molded reinforced textile
YARN – Solution-dyed polypropylene
PILE HEIGHT – 3/8”
FACE WEIGHT – 24 ozs/sy
BACKING – SBR Rubber (20% recycled 
content)

Not recommended for use in areas exposed to grease or petroleum products. Passes flammability standards DOCFFI-70.

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.
             All colors are available in diamond and waffle patterns.

160
bordeaux

161
navy

162*

white
163*

aqua 
marine

164*

gold
165*

solid 
red

166*

yellow
167*

orange
168*

purple
159
evergreen

158
bluestone

*These colors are available in 3' and 4' widths only. See suggested retail price list for exact color availability.

CLASSIC DIAMOND
FASHION DIAMOND
2' x 3'
3' x 4'
3' x 5'
3' x 8.4'
3' x 10'
3' x 12.2'
3' x 16'
3' x 20'

4' x 6'
4' x 8.4'
4' x 10'
4' x 12.2'
4' x 16'
4' x 20'

6' x 6'
6' x 8.4'
6' x 12.2'
6' x 16'
6' x 20' 

See suggested retail price list for more information.

Features and Benefits

Construction

Colors

Standard Sizes
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INTERIOR MAT COLLECTIONFRONT OF THE HOUSE MAT COLLECTION
INTERIOR
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Custom lengths up to 40’ are available in 3', 4', 5' and 6' widths.

See suggested retail price list for 
additional information, including 

availability of 5' and 6' widths.

2' x 3'  3' x 4'    3' x 5'    3' x 6'    3' x 8'     3' x 10'     4' x 6'    4' x 8'     4' x 10'   *5’     ***5’ & 6’

117
solid blue

116
navy

114*
platinum

113***
charcoal

109*
chocolate105***

dark 
granite

103***
cabot 
grey

102***
browntone

101***
red/black

119
emerald 
green

121*
solid 
red

120
fir green

125*
midnight 
blue

127*
burgundy 
berry

126
autumn 
brown

132
suede

131
stardust 
grey

129
glen 
green

128
steel 
blue

PRODUCT NUMBER 105

Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot. 
*5'    ***5’ and 6’    All Colors available 3’ & 4’

Colors

Standard Sizes

Features and Benefits
•Heavy, 100% static dissipative nylon face offers 

outstanding absorption and durability 

•Tight, heat-set, Ultra-Twist™ yarn construction resists 
packing and crushing. Dirt filters into the mat rather 
than remaining on top

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled 
content. Resists curling and cracking 

•Available in smooth or cleated backing types

•Available with oil and grease resistant 100% Nitrile 
rubber backing when applications call for additional 
protection.

•LUTRADUR™ primary substrate creates a strong bond 
between the rubber and carpet

•Also available with vinyl backing

•All Tri-Grip™ mats are certified slip resistant by the 
National Floor Safety Institute

Face: Tufted Textile

Yarn: Tight two-ply-

 twist 100% 

 Nylon Filament

Pile Height:  3/8"

Face Weight: 18 ozs./sy

Backing: SBR Rubber

CONSTRUCTION

Tri-Grip™

Indoor36



PRODUCT NUMBER 125

PRODUCT NUMBER 385

Standard Sizes

Features and Benefits

2' x 3' 3' x 4'   3' x 5'   3' x 10' 
4' x 6'    4' x 8'   4' x 10'

•Extra coarse solution-dyed nylon fibers in combination with traditional 
solution-dyed fibers create excellent scraping and wiping action for 
maximum soil stopping power.

•Solution-dyed yarn is easy to clean. Just rinse with soap and water. 
You may even use bleach on heavy soil areas to help remove stains.

•High twist and heat-set static-dissipative nylon yarn makes ColorStar 
Crunch™ safe to use around sensitive electronic equipment.

•Also available with oil and grease resistant 100% Nitrile Rubber 
backing when applications call for additional protection.

•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled rubber content 
and is available in smooth or cleated backing types. 

•Intricate tweed-color patterns help hide soil.

•LUTRADUR™ primary substrate creates a strong bond between the rubber carpet.

•All ColorStar™ Crunch mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute.

Custom lengths up to 40’ are available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

Colorstar™

Crunch

Indoor

Colors Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.

280
topaz crunch

281
quartz crunch

282
onyx crunch

283
garnet crunch

284
sapphire crunch

Face: 27 ozs./sy
 Cut Pile Carpet
Yarn: 100% Solution
 Dyed with a
 blend of 
 scraping and 
 wiping yarns
Backing: 100% SBR  
 Rubber

CONSTRUCTION

Brush Hog Plus

Custom lengths up to 60' are 
available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

FACE – Tufted Textile
YARN – Coarse 100% Solution-dyed nylon filament
PILE HEIGHT – 1/2"
BACKING – SBR Rubber (15% recycled content)

301
charcoal brush

302
navy brush

303
brown brush

304
burgundy brush

•High-performance, 100% solution-dyed nylon face won’t fade 
in sunlight (A)

•Turf-pile fabric construction filters dirt and moisture away from the 
mat surface (B)

•100% premium rubber backing will not crack or curl (C)
•Earth-friendly rubber backing has 15-20% recycled rubber content 

and is available in smooth or cleated backing types (D)
•Flat rubber border allows moisture to run off all sides (D)
•All Brush Hog mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor 

Safety Institute

Not recommended for use in areas exposed to grease or petroleum 
products. Passes flammability standards DOCFFI-70.

Note: Colors subject to change 
from dye lot to dye lot.

Features and Benefits

Construction

Colors

Standard Sizes    Runner Sizes
2’ x 3’    4’ x 6’      3’ x 5’ 
3’ x 10’    4’ x 8’      6’ x 8’
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•Durable, continuous filament olefin yarn 
is colorfast and resists stains

•Dense pile yarn holds over two gallons of moisture/sq. yd.

•Attractive colors hide soil and complement surroundings

•Smooth non-skid vinyl backing

•Not launderable

•Designed to release dirt easily with daily vacuuming, or can be 
cleaned with any commercial carpet cleaning system

2' x 3' 3' x 4' 
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

Standard Sizes

Standard Sizes

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

•The most effective barrier to keep 
moisture, dirt and dust from being tracked inside

•Perma Dye™ yarn resists fading

•Mat stays attractive even in the heaviest traffic conditions

•Smooth non-skid vinyl backing

•Not launderable

•Designed to release dirt easily with daily vacuuming, or can 
be cleaned with any commercial carpet cleaning system

Colors

Colors

125
midnight 
blue

121
solid red

120
fir green

127
burgundy 
berry

126
autumn 
brown

132
suede

131
stardust 
grey

129
glen 
green

128
steel 
blue

117
solid blue

116
navy

114
platinum

113
charcoal

109
chocolate

105
dark 
granite

103
cabot 
grey

102
browntone

101
red/black

119
emerald 
green

2' x 3' 3' x 4' 
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

3' x 60'
4' x 60'
6' x 60'

23
black

21
burgundy

20
academy 
blue

22
cardinal

25
navy blue

24
forest green

27
salt & pepper

26
sable

Custom lengths up to 60’ are 
available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

See suggested retail price list for additional information.

Custom lengths up to 60’ are 
available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

See suggested retail price list for additional information.

Indoor

Indoor

Impressionist

Stylist
PRODUCT NUMBER 872

PRODUCT NUMBER 871
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Standard Sizes

Standard Sizes

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

Colors

Colors

•Sturdy ribbed design scrapes and traps 
soil within the recessed grooves

•Durable polypropylene face is effective against dust and 
lighter weight soil

•Smooth non-skid vinyl backing

•Not launderable

•Easily cleaned by vacuum, hose or pressure washer

•Multi-directional design is absorbent 
and highly effective for scraping off soil and trapping it within 
recessed grooves

•Fast drying heavyweight polypropylene looks better, longer

•Attractive designer colors

•Smooth non-skid vinyl backing

•Not launderable 

•Designed to release dirt easily with daily vacuuming, or can 
be cleaned with any commercial carpet cleaning system

2' x 3' 3' x 4' 
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

3' x 60'
4' x 60'
6' x 60'

13
charcoal

11
brick

10
blue

12
brownstone

15
silver

14
green

2' x 3' 3' x 4' 
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

4' x 6'
4' x 8'

3' x 60'
4' x 60'
6' x 60'Custom lengths up to 60’ are 

available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

33
charcoal

31
brown

30
blue

32
burgundy

34
green

See suggested retail price list for additional information.

Custom lengths up to 60’ are 
available in 3', 4' and 6' widths.

See suggested retail price list for additional information.

Indoor

Indoor

Victory™

Cobblestone™

PRODUCT NUMBER 870

PRODUCT NUMBER 873
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INTERIOR MAT COLLECTIONWORKFORCE COLLECTION
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Anti-fatigue

•Designed for maximum worker comfort and striking appearance
•Closed-cell cushion backing provides long-lasting comfort 

without breaking down
•Anti-static, slip-resistant 

100% solution-dyed 
nylon top surface will 
not fade

•Beveled edges and 
curved corners create 
a safer transition from 
mat to floor

•Ideal uses include                                                                                  
conceirge desk, 
bellman  stand, copier 

   station, registration desk and hostess stand
•Available in two thicknesses: 5/8” and 7/8”
•All Hog Heaven™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

Hog Heaven™ 

Plush

2' x 3' 3' x 5' 3' x 12'
Custom lengths up to 60’ 
are available.

Standard SizesColors

10
navy spice

11
cinnamon

12
confetti grey

13
forest green

14
brandywine

5/8”

7/8”

Nylon
fabric
surface

Nitrile
rubber

Closed-cell
PVC/Nitrile
cushion

3’ width = 33”

Anti-fatigue

•Extra thick (.170”) rubber top ensures long life.

•Closed cell PVC/Nitrile cushion provides long 
lasting comfort

•Smooth diamond     
patterned rubber top 
allows workers to pivot 
freely 

•Surface is easy to clean

•Cushion is not glued 
on but is permanently 
molded to rubber top 
eliminating the possibility 
of delamination

•Available in 5/8” and 7/8” thicknesses

•Anti-static

•For use in dry environments

2' x 3'      3' x 5'     3' x 12'     4’ x 6’
Custom lengths up to 60’ are 
available.

Standard SizesColors

Features and Benefits

Hog Heaven™ 

Marble Top

10
midnight swirl

11
granite dusk

12
blue merle

13
amber maple

14
vintage pecan

5/8”

7/8”

Rubber 
marbelized 
surface

Nitrile
rubber

Closed-cell
PVC/Nitrile
blended 
cushion

3’ width = 33”     4’ width = 46”

5/8" PRODUCT NUMBER 448

7/8” PRODUCT NUMBER 449

5/8" PRODUCT NUMBER 446

7/8” PRODUCT NUMBER 447
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Anti-fatigue

•Static dissipative construction makes these mats ideal for industrial, 
commercial, retail, hospitality, and healthcare applications

•Welding safe

•Earth-friendly 95% recycled post consumer rubber car tire top surface

•Closed-cell cushion backing provides long-lasting comfort without breaking down

•Beveled edges and curved corners create a safer transition from mat to floor

•Available in two thicknesses: 5/8” and 7/8”

•All Hog Heaven™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

Hog Heaven™ 

Confetti

Anti-fatigue

•Static dissipative 100% Nitrile rubber surface is earth friendly 
with 15% recycled Nitrile rubber, and is resistant to oils and chemicals

•Textured  surface for superior slip resistance
•Welding safe
•Closed-cell PVC/Nitrile cushion affords outstanding comfort and is permanently molded 

to the Nitrile rubber top
•Rubber border will not curl or crack. Available in four OSHA colored safety borders
•Available in two thicknesses: 5/8" and 7/8"
•All Hog Heaven™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute 

as high-traction mats

Features and Benefits

Hog Heaven™

Colors Note: Colors subject to change from dye lot to dye lot.

10
blue

11
gold

13
green

12
grey

2' x 3'         3'x 5' 3'x12'

3’ width = 33”     
Custom lengths up to 60’ are available.

Standard Sizes

5/8”

7/8”

95% post 
consumer 
rubber 
from tires

Closed cell
PVC/ Nitrile
cushion

2' x 3' 3' x 5' 3' x 12' 4' x 6' 5.4' x 8'

Custom lengths up to 60’ are available.
Widths: 2’ width = 24”, 3’ width = 33”, 4’ width = 46”

Standard Sizes
01
danger red

02
caution yellow

03
warning orange

04
safety green

black

Colors
Note: Colors subject to change from 
dye lot to dye lot. 5/8”

7/8”

100% dense 
Nitrile rubber

Closed cell
PVC/Nitrile 
cushion

5/8" PRODUCT NUMBER 443

7/8” PRODUCT NUMBER 444

5/8" BLACK BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 421

5/8" STRIPED BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 423

7/8” BLACK BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 422

7/8” STRIPED BORDER
PRODUCT NUMBER 424
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Happy Feet™

TEXTURE-SURFACE 
PRODUCT NUMBER 467

GRIP-SURFACE 
PRODUCT NUMBER 477

PRODUCT NUMBER 480

•Available in two tough Static dissipative surfaces:
Texture-Surface: for dry or wet workstations
Grip-Surface: for slippery/wet work stations where maximum     
 traction or scraping is crucial

•Earth friendly 100% Nitrile Rubber has 15% recycled Nitrile rubber content

•Dense rubber cushion construction encapsulated with solid Nitrile rubber resists heel 
damage and protects cushion from exposure to oil, grease, chemicals, etc.

•Grippers on the back minimize movement

•Welding safe 

•Low profile borders will not curl or crack

•Available in 3’ x 5’ linkable sections for continuous length applications

•All Happy Feet™ mats are certified slip resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute

Features and Benefits

Texture-surface Grip-surface Linkable

PRODUCT NUMBER 490

2' x 3'
3' x 5'
3' x 10'

Linkable:  
3' x 5' black

04
safety 
green

 02
caution 
yellow

03
warning 
orange

01
danger 
red

Standard Sizes   1/2” thickness

Colors

1/2”

Nitrile
rubber

Dense
rubber
cushion

Anti-fatigue

Texture  surface

Grip surface
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